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Somehow, it did not appear especially dignified to keep on
_______________, when in the end she must needs come back again.
1.

(run away)
running away

Not afraid of the agony, for I rather enjoy _______________ over the
sacrifice, but so fearful of leaving all of this barely tasted sweet behind me.
2.

(ponder)

pondering

But even to the house-maid, when she lighted him to the door, he could not
resist _______________ compliments.
3.

(pay)paying

As I was leaving for town, she asked me why I kept on _______________
so mysteriously.
4.

(smile)
smiling

The aim should be to avoid _______________ the living roots but to leave
the plant firm in the pot.
5.

(injure)
injuring

The ears are held erect, turn quickly toward any noise, and the horse steps
high to avoid _______________ over objects which it can not see.
6.

(stumble)stumbling

By some mutual instinct they seemed to avoid _______________ his
personal concerns now, Helen receiving him just as an old friend and as if
there had been nothing in their lives to make a special link between them.

7.

(discuss)

discussing

Still further, I recollect _______________ a donkey to the handle of the
door.
8.

(fasten)
fastening

It is of advantage in that it makes the shoe lighter in proportion to its width
and, by making the ground surface somewhat rough, tends to prevent
_______________.

9.

(slip)slipping

He was a Russia merchant retired from business, of much culture and
instinctive sympathy with genius, and he enjoyed _______________ the
efforts of young men of promise.

10.

(assist)
assisting
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But equally we most assuredly cannot for a moment imagine him
_______________ out and learning his discourse.
11.

(write)writing

I wouldn't enjoy _______________ beside a rubber factory if I was
somebody else-if I was you.
12.

(sit)
sitting

Would you mind _______________ with me as far as Calais?13. (go)going

Illustrations have been moved slightly where necessary to prevent them
_______________ mid-paragraph.
14.

(fall)falling

Ross, would you mind _______________ me half an hour in the study
after prayers?
15.

(give)
giving

If you want to hold a place in their esteem you must earn it and keep on
_______________ it.
16.

(earn)earning

The streets keep on _______________ longer, and my legs shorter.17. (get)getting

Why then do you defer _______________ me the cause of your long
sufferings.
18.

(tell)
telling

He kept on _______________ there, following her with his eyes, while her
brother and her mother led her away, then with a groan covered his face with
his hands.

19.

(kneel)

kneeling

Food was dispensed in every case to those who needed it; no excuse
was ever made to avoid _______________.
20.

(give)giving
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